
ABSTRACT:

 This  talk  addresses  the  role  of  narrative  in  two  ways;  as  central  for  knowledge-making  and
production in the Global South and as a mechanism for social, cultural and political struggles against
power and repression. Situated in the context of the post-Arab uprisings, the paper starts from the
premise  that  powerful  epistemic  and  discursive  entities  have  prevailed  in  the  production  of
knowledge  of  the  world  divided  between  the  Global  North  and  the  Global  South.  In  such  a
configuration, any discussion of the Global South, as an imagined spatiality often defined by its
perceived differences from the Global North, must also address how this imagination is interlinked
with  narrative,  as  image  and  discourse,  and,  as  such,  ask  how  narrative  plays  a  role  in  the
emergence and persistence of particular epistemic formations that are also sustained by material
and structural conditions of power and resistance. Nowhere is such a proposition more relevant to
explore than in debates about the almost 70-year-old Palestine-Israel conflict which, this chapter
proposes,  offers  us  the  possibility  to  interrogate  the  role  of  narrative  in  the  construction  of
difference,  otherness  and  power  relations  and  allows  us  to  situate  local  discursive  and  power
struggles over historic Palestine within a series of global processes and practices that have shaped
the way we map the  world.  The  talk  then discusses  how  narrative,  as  a  resource,  may propel
activism during  particular  contexts,  and as  such help  explain  how or  why  people  who are  not
formally affiliated with political parties or organized in social movements move from “cultures of
political disengagement” to cultures of political agency and public dissent. Here, it draws on the
Syrian  case  to  show  how  narrative  practices  make  disorder  visible  and  offer  alternative
understandings and readings of  the nation and national  identities.  While the outcome of these
practices is often neither clear nor concrete, it is, as Charles Tripp suggests, through such acts that a
“common language will be established. Whether it mobilizes people directly for a specific political
cause is perhaps less significant than the steady erosion that can take place as established authorities
find themselves outflanked, superseded, mocked and derided.”
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